
Pacific Bell Telephone Company d/b/a SBC CALIFORNIA
Non-Recurring

May 6, 2005

APPENDIX  PRICING
SBC CA/METROPOLITAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS D/B/A METTEL

 
Channel 

Notes Connect USOC Disconnect USOC Change USOC Record USOC Connect Disconnect Change Record
This Pricing Appendix contains certain recurring rates established with final rates in D. 05-03-026.    

CROSS CONNECT
EISCC - DS0 -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) /1/ $2.08 XOX15, HOX15 $3.29 XOX18, HOX18 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
EISCC - DS0 -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.16 MOX15 $0.16 MOX18 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
EISCC - DS0 - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) /1/ $0.81 XOX15, HOX15 $0.81 XOX18, HOX18 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
EISCC - DS0 - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.00 MOX15 $0.00 MOX18 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
EISCC - DS1 -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) /1/ $2.08 $3.29 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
EISCC - DS1 -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
EISCC - DS1 - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) /1/ $0.81 $0.81 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
EISCC - DS1 - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
EISCC - DS3 -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) /1/ $2.08 CDS3S, HOX82 $3.29 CDS3D, HOX96 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
EISCC - DS3 -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.16 MOX82 $0.16 MOX96 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
EISCC - DS3 - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) /1/ $0.81 CDS3S, HOX82 $0.81 CDS3D, HOX96 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
EISCC - DS3 - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
UNBUNDLED SERVICE CROSS CONNECT (DS0) -  INITIAL 
(CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) /1/ $2.08 XOX5O, HOX5O $3.29 XOX52, HOX52 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
UNBUNDLED SERVICE CROSS CONNECT (DS0) -  INITIAL 
(MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.16 MOX5O $0.16 MOX52 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
UNBUNDLED SERVICE CROSS CONNECT (DS0) - ADDITIONAL 
(CESAR/LEX - SIMPLE) /1/ $0.81 XOX5O, HOX5O $0.81 XOX52, HOX52 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
UNBUNDLED SERVICE CROSS CONNECT (DS0) - ADDITIONAL 
(MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

 MULTIPLEXING  
MULTIPLEXING DS1/DS0 (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) /1/ $4.05 MQ1UC, HOX91 $4.05 MQ1UD, HOX99 $0.00 $0.00 $80.12 $36.13 $0.00 $0.00
MULTIPLEXING DS1/DS0 (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $0.00 $80.12 $36.13 $0.00 $0.00
MULTIPLEXING DS3/DS1 (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) /1/ $4.05 MQ3UC, HOX91 $4.05 MQ3UD, HOX99 $0.00 $0.00 $84.17 $36.32 $0.00 $0.00
MULTIPLEXING DS3/DS1 (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $0.00 $84.17 $36.32 $0.00 $0.00

INTEROFFICE TRANSMISSION FACILITIES 
(IOF) DEDICATED TRANSPORT

DIGITAL  DEDICATED TRANSPORT DS1 -   INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX -
COMPLEX) /1/ $72.75 HOX88 $44.91 HOX98 $0.00 $42.48 HOCH3 $67.62 $35.81 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL DEDICATED TRANSPORT DS1 -   INITIAL (CESR/LEX - 
COMPLEX) /1/ $46.65 1L5UC $18.81 1L5UD $0.00 $14.77 SOCH3 $67.62 $35.81 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL  DEDICATED TRANSPORT DS1 -   INITIAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.73 MOX88 $0.73 MOX98 $0.00 $0.00 $67.62 $35.81 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL DEDICATED TRANSPORT DS1 - ADDITIONAL ( 
MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) /1/ $5.66 HOX88 $2.43 HOX98 $0.00 $0.00 $57.35 $29.97 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL  DEDICATED TRANSPORT DS1 - ADDITIONAL 
(CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) /1/ $5.66 1L5UC $2.43 1L5UD $0.00 $0.00 $57.35 $29.97 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL  DEDICATED TRANSPORT DS1 - ADDITIONAL 
(MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.00 MOX88 $0.00 MOX98 $0.00 $0.00 $57.35 $29.97 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL  DEDICATED TRANSPORT DS3 -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX - 
COMPLEX) /1/ $72.75 HOX88 $44.91 HOX98 $0.00 $42.48 HOCH3 $67.25 $35.81 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL  DEDICATED TRANSPORT DS3 -  INITIAL (CESR/LEX 
COMPLEX) /1/ $46.65 1L5UC $18.81 1L5UD $0.00 $14.77 SOCH3 $67.25 $35.81 $0.00 $0.00

DIGITAL DEDICATED TRANSPORT DS3 -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.73 MOX88 $0.73 MOX98 $0.00 $0.00 $67.25 $35.81 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL  DEDICATED TRANSPORT DS3 - ADDITIONAL ( 
MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) /1/ $5.66 HOX88 $2.43 HOX98 $0.00 $0.00 $57.35 $29.97 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL  DEDICATED TRANSPORT DS3 - ADDITIONAL 
(CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) /1/ $5.66 1L5UC $2.43 1L5UD $0.00 $0.00 $57.35 $29.97 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL  DEDICATED TRANSPORT DS3 - ADDITIONAL 
(MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.00 MOX88 $0.00 MOX98 $0.00 $0.00 $57.35 $29.97 $0.00 $0.00

NON-RECURRING
Service Order 
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NON-RECURRING
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LINK /1/
4 WIRE -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) /1/ 63.06 HOX55 $49.90 HOX56 $53.09 HOX57 $47.50 HOCH7 $28.84 $10.41 $11.40 $0.00
4 WIRE -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) /1/ $35.09 XOX55 $21.57 XOX56 $24.00 XOX57 $19.61 SOCH7 $28.84 $10.41 $11.40 $0.00
4 WIRE -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $28.84 $10.41 $11.40 $0.00
4 WIRE - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) /1/ $3.69 HOX55 $3.64 HOX56 $1.94 HOX57 $0.00 HOCH7 $18.95 $7.43 $0.00 $0.00
4 WIRE - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) /1/ $3.69 XOX55 $3.64 XOX56 $1.94 XOX57 $0.00 SOCH7 $18.95 $7.43 $0.00 $0.00
4 WIRE - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $18.95 $7.43 $0.00 $0.00
ASSURED -   INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  SIMPLE) /1/ $57.53 HOX12 $48.94 HOX14 $52.25 HOX13 $47.42 HOCH2 $18.66 $8.54 $15.43 $0.00
ASSURED -   INITIAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) /1/ $29.93 XOX12 $21.03 XOX14 $24.33 XOX13 $18.87 SOCH2 $18.66 $8.54 $15.43 $0.00
ASSURED -   INITIAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.16 MOX12 $0.16 MOX14 $0.16 MOX13 $0.00  $18.66 $8.54 $15.43 $0.00
ASSURED -  ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  SIMPLE) /1/ $3.24 HOX12 $1.85 HOX14 $2.02 HOX13 $0.00 HOCH2 $12.53 $5.75 $0.00 $0.00
ASSURED -  ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) /1/ $3.24 XOX12 $1.85 XOX14 $2.02 XOX13 $0.00 SOCH2 $12.53 $5.75 $0.00 $0.00
ASSURED -  ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.00 MOX12 $0.00 MOX14 $0.00 MOX13 $0.00  $12.53 $5.75 $0.00 $0.00
BASIC -   INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  SIMPLE) /1/ $57.53 HOXO8 $48.94 HOX1O $52.25 HOX69 $47.42 HOCH2 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
BASIC -   INITIAL (CESAR/LEX -  SIMPLE) /1/ $29.93 XOXO8 $21.03 XOX1O $24.33 XOX60 $19.58 SOCH2 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
BASIC -   INITIAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.16 MOXO8 $0.16 MOX1O $0.16 MOX69 $0.00  $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
BASIC -  ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  SIMPLE) /1/ $3.24 HOXO8 $1.85 HOX1O $2.02 HOX69 $0.00 HOCH2 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00
BASIC -  ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX - SIMPLE)) /1/ $3.24 XOXO8 $1.85 XOX1O $2.02 XOX60 $0.00 SOCH2 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00
BASIC -  ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.00 MOXO8 $0.00 MOX1O $0.00 MOX69 $0.00  $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL DS1 COPPER -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  COMPLEX) /1/ $63.06 HOX32 $49.90 HOX34 $53.09 HOX33 $47.50 HOCH2 $104.59 $13.44 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL DS1 COPPER -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLX) /1/ $35.09 XOX32 $21.57 XOX34 $24.00 XOX33 $19.61 SOCH2 $104.59 $13.44 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL DS1 COPPER -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.16 MOX32 $0.16 MOX34 $0.16  $0.00  $104.59 $13.44 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL DS1 COPPER - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  COMPLEX) /1/ $3.69 HOX32 $3.64 HOX34 $1.94 HOX33 $0.00 HOCH2 $58.25 $10.73 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL DS1 COPPER - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX -  COMPLEX) /1/ $3.69 XOX32 $3.64 XOX34 $1.94 XOX33 $0.00 SOCH2 $58.25 $10.73 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL DS1 COPPER - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.00 MOX32 $0.00 MOX34 $0.00  $0.00  $58.25 $10.73 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL DS1 FIBER -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX -  COMPLEX) /1/ $63.06 $49.90 $53.09 $47.50 $108.56 $17.38 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL DS1 FIBER -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) /1/ $35.09 $21.57 $24.00 $19.61 $108.56 $17.38 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL DS1 FIBER -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.16 $0.16 $0.16 $0.00 $108.56 $17.38 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL DS1 FIBER - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) /1/ $3.69 $3.64 $1.94 $0.00 $61.00 $14.67 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL DS1 FIBER - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX -  COMPLEX) /1/ $3.69 $3.64 $1.94 $0.00 $61.00 $14.67 $0.00 $0.00
DIGITAL DS1 FIBER - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $61.00 $14.67 $0.00 $0.00
ISDN LINK -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) /1/ $63.06 HOX32 $49.90 HOX34 $53.09 HOX33 $47.50 HOCH2 $18.55 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
ISDN LINK -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) /1/ $35.09 XOX32 $21.57 XOX34 $24.00 XOX33 $19.61 SOCH2 $18.55 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
ISDN LINK -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.16 MOX32 $0.16 MOX34 $0.16  $0.00 $18.55 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
ISDN LINK - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) /1/ $3.69 HOX32 $3.64 HOX34 $1.94 HOX33 $0.00 HOCH2 $12.67 $5.68 $0.00 $0.00
ISDN LINK - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) /1/ $3.69 XOX32 $3.64 XOX34 $1.94 XOX33 $0.00 SOCH2 $12.67 $5.68 $0.00 $0.00
ISDN LINK - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.00 MOX32 $0.00 MOX34 $0.00  $0.00 $12.67 $5.68 $0.00 $0.00
PBX LINK -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) /1/ $57.53 HOXO8 $48.94 HOX1O $52.25 HOX33 $47.42 HOCH2 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
PBX LINK -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) /1/ $29.93 XOXO8 $21.03 XOX1O $24.33 XOX33 $19.58 SOCH2 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
PBX LINK -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.16 MOXO8 $0.16 MOX1O $0.16  $0.00 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
PBX LINK - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) /1/ $3.24 HOXO8 $1.85 HOX1O $2.02 HOX33 $0.00 HOCH2 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00
PBX LINK - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) /1/ $3.24 XOXO8 $1.85 XOX1O $2.02 XOX33 $0.00 SOCH2 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00
PBX LINK - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.00 MOXO8 $0.00 MOX1O $0.00  $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00
COIN LINK -  INITIAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) /1/ $57.53 HOXO8 $48.94 HOXO8 $52.25 HOX33 $47.42 HOCH2 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
COIN LINK -  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) /1/ $29.93 XOXO8 $21.03 XOXO8 $24.33 XOX33 $19.58 SOCH2 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
COIN LINK -  INITIAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.16 MOXO8 $0.16 MOXO8 $0.16  $0.00 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
COIN LINK - ADDITIONAL ( MANUAL/FAX - COMPLEX) /1/ $3.24 HOXO8 $1.85 HOXO8 $2.02 HOX33 $0.00 HOCH2 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00
COIN LINK - ADDITIONAL (CESAR/LEX - COMPLEX) /1/ $3.24 XOXO8 $1.85 XOXO8 $2.02 XOX33 $0.00 SOCH2 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00
COIN LINK - ADDITIONAL (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.00 MOXO8 $0.00 MOXO8 $0.00  $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00

DS3 Loop - INITIAL (Manual) /1/ $72.75 HOX32 $44.91 HOX34 $0.00 HOX33 $42.48 HOCH7 $67.25 $35.81 $0.00 $0.00
DS3 Loop - INITIAL (Cesar/LEX) /1/ $46.65 XOX32 $18.81 XOX34 $0.00 XOX33 $14.77 SOCH7 $67.25 $35.81 $0.00 $0.00
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NON-RECURRING
Service Order 

DS3 Loop - INITIAL (Mechanized)) /1/ $0.73 MOX32 $0.73 MOX34 $0.00  $0.00 $67.25 $35.81 $0.00 $0.00
DS3 Loop - ADDITIONAL (Manual) /1/ $5.66 HOX32 $2.43 HOX34 $0.00 HOX33 $0.00 HOCH7 $57.35 $29.97 $0.00 $0.00
DS3 Loop - ADDITIONAL (Cesar/LEX) /1/ $5.66 XOX32 $2.43 XOX34 $0.00 XOX33 $0.00 SOCH7 $57.35 $29.97 $0.00 $0.00
DS3 Loop - ADDITIONAL (Mechanized) /1/ $0.00 MOX32 $0.00 MOX34 $0.00  $0.00 $57.35 $29.97 $0.00 $0.00

DSL CAPABLE LOOPS:  
2-Wire Digital Loop ISDN/IDSL
          Initial - manual/fax - complex /1/ $63.06 HOX32 $49.90 HOX34 $53.09 HOX33 $47.50 HOCH2 $18.55 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
          Initial - cesar/lex - complex /1/ $35.09 XOX32 $21.57 XOX34 $24.00 XOX33 $19.61 SOCH2 $18.55 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
          Initial - mechanized /1/ $0.16 MOX32 $0.16 MOX34 $0.16 MOX33 $0.00 $18.55 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
          Additional - manual/fax - complex /1/ $3.69 HOX32 $3.64 HOX34 $1.94 HOX33 $0.00 HOCH2 $12.67 $5.68 $0.00 $0.00
          Additional - cesar/lex - complex /1/ $3.69 XOX32 $3.64 XOX34 $1.94 XOX33 $0.00 SOCH2 $12.67 $5.68 $0.00 $0.00
          Additional - mechanized /1/ $0.00 MOX32 $0.00 MOX34 $0.00 MOX33 $0.00 $12.67 $5.68 $0.00 $0.00
2-Wire xDSL Loop
     PSD #1 - 2-Wire xDSL Loop  
          Initial - manual/fax - complex /1/ $57.53 HOX32 $48.94 HOX34 $52.25 HOX33 $47.42 HOCH2 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
          Initial - cesar/lex - complex /1/ $29.93 XOX32 $21.03 XOX34 $24.33 XOX33 $19.58 SOCH2 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
          Initial - mechanized /1/ $0.16 MOX32 $0.16 MOX34 $0.16 MOX33 $0.00 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
          Additional - manual/fax - complex /1/ $3.24 HOX32 $1.85 HOX34 $2.02 HOX33 $0.00 HOCH2 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00
          Additional - cesar/lex - complex /1/ $3.24 XOX32 $1.85 XOX34 $2.02 XOX33 $0.00 SOCH2 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00
          Additional - mechanized /1/ $0.00 MOX32 $0.00 MOX34 $0.00 MOX33 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00
     PSD #2 - 2-Wire xDSL Loop 
          Initial - manual/fax - complex /1/ $57.53 HOX32 $48.94 HOX34 $52.25 HOX33 $47.42 HOCH2 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50
          Initial - cesar/lex - complex /1/ $29.93 XOX32 $21.03 XOX34 $24.33 XOX33 $19.58 SOCH2 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50
          Initial - mechanized /1/ $0.16 MOX32 $0.16 MOX34 $0.16 MOX33 $0.00 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50
          Additional - manual/fax - complex /1/ $3.24 HOX32 $1.85 HOX34 $2.02 HOX33 $0.00 HOCH2 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00
          Additional - cesar/lex - complex /1/ $3.24 XOX32 $1.85 XOX34 $2.02 XOX33 $0.00 SOCH2 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00
          Additional - mechanized /1/ $0.00 MOX32 $0.00 MOX34 $0.00 MOX33 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00
     PSD #3 - 2-Wire xDSL Loop 
          Initial - manual/fax - complex /1/ $57.53 HOX32 $48.94 HOX34 $52.25 HOX33 $47.42 HOCH2 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50
          Initial - cesar/lex - complex /1/ $29.93 XOX32 $21.03 XOX34 $24.33 XOX33 $19.58 SOCH2 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50
          Initial - mechanized /1/ $0.16 MOX32 $0.16 MOX34 $0.16 MOX33 $0.00 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50
          Additional - manual/fax - complex /1/ $3.24 HOX32 $1.85 HOX34 $2.02 HOX33 $0.00 HOCH2 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00
          Additional - cesar/lex - complex /1/ $3.24 XOX32 $1.85 XOX34 $2.02 XOX33 $0.00 SOCH2 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00
          Additional - mechanized /1/ $0.00 MOX32 $0.00 MOX34 $0.00 MOX33 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00
     PSD #4 - 2-Wire xDSL Loop 
          Initial - manual/fax - complex /1/ $57.53 HOX32 $48.94 HOX34 $52.25 HOX33 $47.42 HOCH2 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
          Initial - cesar/lex - complex /1/ $29.93 XOX32 $21.03 XOX34 $24.33 XOX33 $19.58 SOCH2 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
          Initial - mechanized /1/ $0.16 MOX32 $0.16 MOX34 $0.16 MOX33 $0.00 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50 $0.00
          Additional - manual/fax - complex /1/ $3.24 HOX32 $1.85 HOX34 $2.02 HOX33 $0.00 HOCH2 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00
          Additional - cesar/lex - complex /1/ $3.24 XOX32 $1.85 XOX34 $2.02 XOX33 $0.00 SOCH2 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00
          Additional - mechanized /1/ $0.00 MOX32 $0.00 MOX34 $0.00 MOX33 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00 $0.00
     PSD #5 - 2-Wire xDSL Loop 
          Initial - manual/fax - complex /1/ $57.53 HOX32 $48.94 HOX34 $52.25 HOX33 $47.42 HOCH2 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50
          Initial - cesar/lex - complex /1/ $29.93 XOX32 $21.03 XOX34 $24.33 XOX33 $19.58 SOCH2 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50
          Initial - mechanized /1/ $0.16 MOX32 $0.16 MOX34 $0.16 MOX33 $0.00 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50
          Additional - manual/fax - complex /1/ $3.24 HOX32 $1.85 HOX34 $2.02 HOX33 $0.00 HOCH2 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00
          Additional - cesar/lex - complex /1/ $3.24 XOX32 $1.85 XOX34 $2.02 XOX33 $0.00 SOCH2 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00
          Additional - mechanized /1/ $0.00 MOX32 $0.00 MOX34 $0.00 MOX33 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00
     PSD #7 - 2-Wire xDSL Loop 
          Initial - manual/fax - complex /1/ $57.53 HOX32 $48.94 HOX34 $52.25 HOX33 $47.42 HOCH2 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50
          Initial - cesar/lex - complex /1/ $29.93 XOX32 $21.03 XOX34 $24.33 XOX33 $19.58 SOCH2 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50
          Initial - mechanized /1/ $0.16 MOX32 $0.16 MOX34 $0.16 MOX33 $0.00 $18.56 $8.57 $15.50
          Additional - manual/fax - complex /1/ $3.24 HOX32 $1.85 HOX34 $2.02 HOX33 $0.00 HOCH2 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00
          Additional - cesar/lex - complex /1/ $3.24 XOX32 $1.85 XOX34 $2.02 XOX33 $0.00 SOCH2 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00
          Additional - mechanized /1/ $0.00 MOX32 $0.00 MOX34 $0.00 MOX33 $0.00 $12.67 $5.77 $0.00
4-Wire xDSL Loop
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APPENDIX  PRICING
SBC CA/METROPOLITAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS D/B/A METTEL

 
Channel 

Notes Connect USOC Disconnect USOC Change USOC Record USOC Connect Disconnect Change Record
This Pricing Appendix contains certain recurring rates established with final rates in D. 05-03-026.    

NON-RECURRING
Service Order 

     PSD #3 - 4-Wire xDSL Loop 
          Initial - manual/fax - complex /1/ $63.06 HOX32 $49.90 HOX34 $53.09 HOX33 $47.50 HOCH2 $28.84 $10.41 $11.40 $0.00
          Initial - cesar/lex - complex /1/ $35.09 XOX32 $21.57 XOX34 $24.00 XOX33 $19.61 SOCH2 $28.84 $10.41 $11.40 $0.00
          Initial - mechanized /1/ $0.16 MOX32 $0.16 MOX34 $0.16 MOX33 $0.00 $28.84 $10.41 $11.40 $0.00
          Additional - manual/fax - complex /1/ $3.69 HOX32 $3.64 HOX34 $1.94 HOX33 $0.00 HOCH2 $18.95 $7.43 $0.00 $0.00
          Additional - cesar/lex - complex /1/ $3.69 XOX32 $3.64 XOX34 $1.94 XOX33 $0.00 SOCH2 $18.95 $7.43 $0.00 $0.00
          Additional - mechanized /1/ $0.00 MOX32 $0.00 MOX34 $0.00 MOX33 $0.00 $18.95 $7.43 $0.00 $0.00

NETWORK INTERFACE DEVICE (NID)
NID TO NID CROSSCONNECT  -  SIMPLE ( MANUAL/FAX   
SIMPLE/COMPLEX) /1/ $46.53 HSNID $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $38.54 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
NID TO NID CROSSCONNECT  -  SIMPLE (CESAR/LEX -  
(SIMPLE/COMPLEX)) /1/ $17.73 PSNID $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $38.54 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

NID TO NID CROSSCONNECT  -  SIMPLE (MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.16 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $38.54 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
NID TO NID CROSSCONNECT  - COMPLEX  INITIAL  
(MANUAL/FAX - (SIMPLE/COMPLEX) /1/ $46.53 HCNID $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $60.32 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

NID TO NID CROSSCONNECT  - COMPLEX  INITIAL (CESAR/LEX ) /1/ $17.73 PCNID $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $60.32 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

NID TO NID CROSSCONNECT  - COMPLEX  INITIAL 
(MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.16 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $60.32 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
NID TO NID CROSSCONNECT  - COMPLEX ADDITIONAL  
(MANUAL/FAX - /1/ $0.00 HCNID $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $15.01 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

 
NID TO NID CROSSCONNECT  - COMPLEX ADDITIONAL 
(CESAR/LEX - ) /1/ $0.00 PCNID $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $15.01 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

 
NID TO NID CROSSCONNECT  - COMPLEX ADDITIONAL 
(MECHANIZED) /1/ $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $15.01 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

/1/ The rates in this pricing schedule only apply to the extent such network element(s), product(s) and/or 
service(s) are required by the terms of this Agreement. To the extent the underlying Agreement does 
not contain terms and conditions associated with the network element(s), product(s) and/or service(s)
listed on this pricing sheet to this Agreement, this pricing sheet, which concerns only rates, creates no 
right to order such network element(s), product(s) and/or service(s), as it does not provide CLEC with 
the necessary terms and conditions to enable CLEC to obtain and/or order such network element(s), 
product(s) and/or service(s). Specifically, without limitation, if this Agreement or any Amendments 
provide that a network element(s), product(s) or service(s) is no longer required or is subject to being 
no longer required, the rates in this pricing schedule shall not apply, nor shall the inclusion of the rates in 
this pricing sheet create a right to the network element(s), product(s) or service(s) inconsistent with the 
Agreement, including any Amendments. Rather, CLEC must negotiate a separate amendment 
incorporating the appropriate terms and conditions into the underlying Agreement before ordering 
and/or obtaining any such network element(s), product(s) and/or service(s) that SBC California is 
required to offer under Section 251(c)(3) of the Federal Telecommunications Act, as set forth in
applicable FCC rules in effect at the time CLEC seeks such amendment. 
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